
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

His efforts ____________________ with great success.1. (crown)have been crowned

The evidence in the case _______________________ to the Emperor.2.
(transmit)

has been transmitted

I ____________________ at for making so much of such a common thing
as a wheel.
3.

(laugh)
have been laughed

We ____________________ to arm ourselves to make good our claim to a
certain minimum of right and of freedom of action.
4.

(oblige)
have been obliged

He ended by longing for it, like a child for a thing which it
__________________.
5.

(deny)has been denied

Some holy thing __________________ on the way.6. (break)has been broken

Footnotes __________________ to the end of the articles.7. (move)have been moved

The two most difficult tasks ______________________.8. (perform)have been performed

So far not a man ___________________.9. (injure)has been injured

Progress in the same direction ________________ in England.10. (make)has been made

You know you'll change your name one day, and then it won't matter what
you __________________ before.
11.

(call)'ve been called

I __________________ by the pigs!12. (eat)have been eaten

The original fireplaces _____________________ in these rooms.13. (retain)have been retained

Our story must now return to one of our characters whom we
___________________ to neglect.
14.

(force)have been forced

Our churches _________________________________.15.
(revive/and/enlarge)

have been revived and enlarged
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Near a hundred years ago these little creatures ceased to be, and for not
much less a period the tears __________________.
16.

(dry)have been dried

It _______________________ by the Conference.17. (not/adopt)has not been adopted

They ____________________ from eight points of the compass.18. (bring)have been brought

You __________________ guilty of stealing a pot.19. (find)have been found

You have heard me remark that the strangest and most unique things are
very often connected not with the larger but with the smaller crimes, and
occasionally, indeed, where there is room for doubt whether any positive
crime _____________________.

20.

(commit)has been committed
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